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Disclaimer
The contents of this report were based on the best available information at the time of
publication.  It is based in part on various assumptions and predictions.  Conditions may
change over time and conclusions should be interpreted in the light of the latest information
available.
 Chief Executive Officer, Agriculture Western Australia 2001
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Dongolocking project area is approximately 250 kilometres south-east of Perth
and 40 kilometres north of Dumbleyung (Figure 1.1).  The surrounding agricultural
region produces cereal, oilseed and pulse crops and sheep for wool and meat. The
average area of remnant vegetation for the Dumbleyung Shire is 10%. Note that this
is not an area (Grein 1995). The native vegetation includes woodlands of wandoo
(Eucalyptus wandoo), York gum (E. loxophleba), morrel (E. longicornis), salmon gum
(E. salmonophloia) and various mallet species.  Heathland is dominated by dryandra
species and mallees.
Figure 1.1 – Location of the Dongolocking Reserves Study area
The Dongolocking study area is located within the Zone of Ancient Drainage of the
Blackwood Basin.  It covers a large proportion of the Dongolocking catchment and
smaller portions of the Fence Road, Toolibin Lake, Yillinning River and Doradine
catchments.  The Zone of Ancient Drainage contains the remains of an ancient
drainage system but streamflow now only occurs in wet years (Grein 1995a).  The
valley floors are broad and have low grades, often 1:1,500 or less.
The physiography is that of a gently undulating plateau between 280 and 400 metres
above sea level.  On a regional scale, Chin and Brakel (1986) described broad
palaeodrainage valleys, infilled by alluvium and lake deposits, preserved on the
eastern side of Dumbleyung. Undulating sandplain overlying lateritic duricrust is
common on drainage divides.  The zone is bounded on the west by the Meckering
Line, which runs through Toolibin, east of Wagin, Katanning and Broomehill.  To the
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west of the Meckering Line is the Zone of Rejuvenated Drainage, where topographic
gradients increase and rivers and streams become more incised into the landscape.
Regionally, the groundwater systems are typically low in permeability and have low
hydraulic gradients (reflecting surface topography).  Hence, flow through aquifers is
sluggish and well below the volume added as recharge to the groundwater by annual
rainfall.  Due to this water imbalance, groundwater levels have risen substantially
since clearing, remobilising salts stored in the regolith and causing soil salinisation
when the watertable is within a few metres of the surface.  Geological structures such
as dykes, faults and shear zones may also be influencing groundwater, particularly in
undulating terrain.
Within the broad valley floor, secondary salinisation is predominantly caused by
concentration of salts in the soil through evaporation by capillary rise from a shallow,
saline watertable, though discharge rates are slow.  On the sloping land, smaller
individual areas (though they may accumulate to a relatively large total) may be
affected by salinity due to the influence of shallow bedrock ridges, dolerite dykes and
faults.  These will be most prevalent on the drainage lines that flow toward the broad
valley floors, where water accumulates in most years.
The Department of Conservation and Land Management, the managing agency for
the Dongolocking Pilot Planning Project for Remnant Vegetation, commissioned this
report as part of the project’s natural resource information needs. The purpose of this
information will be to assist in developing a sustainable landscape that meets the
needs of nature conservation and profitable agriculture.
The aims of this hydrogeological study were:
• To assess the characteristics of aquifers within the weathered zone, throughout
the Dongolocking Reserves and in the surrounding farmland.  Assessment was
by a drilling program to define groundwater levels and quality within soil
landscape subsystems
• Provide baseline data on ‘root zone’ salt store (EM38) and vertical distribution of
stored salts (EM39) through the use of ground-based geophysical techniques
• Identify remnant bush at risk of salinisation
• Suggest management options to address any observed salinity problems
• Provide a groundwater monitoring network.
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2. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
2.1 Remnant vegetation
Phase 1 of the Dongolocking Pilot Planning Project for Remnant Vegetation (Wallace
1998) illustrated the need for a careful planning framework where remnant vegetation
and revegetation could be profitably incorporated into current farming activities in
agricultural landscapes.  Revegetation work is aimed at “solutions that focus on
landholder needs high in the landscape”.  The report recognised the “need to
address rising watertables, surface waterlogging and other hydrological threats at
landscape scales” (Wallace 1998).
2.2 Groundwater
Historic groundwater data and drilling records from the Water and Rivers
Commission were reviewed.  This data (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1) proved of limited
use as spatial coverage was poor and monitoring has been infrequent – generally
only at the time of drilling.
Table 2.1:  Bore data inventory
Criterion Number of bores
Total number of bore/drilling records 31
Bores - existing and operational 3
Water level/quality at drilling 12
Time series data 0
Geological drill logs 5
Construction details 16
Yield 8
2.3 Soil-landscape systems
Soil-landscape systems are areas with recurring patterns of landforms, soils and
vegetation, suitable for regional mapping at scales of 1:250,000.  They are divided
into subsystems of characteristic landform features containing definite suites of soils
that can be mapped at 1:100,000.  The three systems in the study area, defined by
Percy (2000) and shown in Figure 2.2 are:
• Coblinine (Subsystem Cb2) – occurs on broad alluvial and lacustrine plains and
includes lakes, swamps, dune and lunettes and small areas of sandplain along
the major tributaries.  The broad alluvial plains vary in width from 750 metres to
7 kilometres.  Regionally, saline wet soils are most common, with alkaline grey
shallow sandy duplex and smaller amounts of deep sandy duplexes also
widespread.  Within the study area, there is only a small portion of saline wet soil
toward the base of the catchment.  Most is non-saline but can be prone to
waterlogging.
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• Dongolocking (Subsystems Do1, Do2, Do3, Do4) – gently undulating and
undulating rises and occasional undulating low hills with some narrow alluvial
plains.  Grey deep sandy duplex soils with sodic grey and yellow subsoils are
common.  In mid-slope to upper slope positions and hillcrests (Do1), deep sandy
gravels and shallow gravels are dominant, with loamy gravels, gravelly deep
sands and grey deep sandy duplex soils also quite common.
From lower to upper slope positions (Do2), grey deep and shallow sandy duplex
soils often with alkaline subsoils and hardsetting surfaces are most common.
Mid and upper slopes and hillcrests (Do3) are dominantly grey deep sandy
duplex soils, with cracking clays, red shallow loamy duplex soils and bare rock
also common.
Regionally, in valley flats and narrow alluvial plains (200 to 1000 m wide Do4) the
soils are predominantly saline and wet, or grey deep sandy duplexes (often
alkaline).  Within the Dongolocking catchment, the small area of saline wet soils
exists toward the base of the catchment within the Cb2 subsystem.
• Kukerin (Subsystems Kk1, Kk1s, Kk1dg, Kk3dd) –gently undulating to undulating
rises and occasional undulating low hills.  On mid and upper slopes, summit
surfaces, hillcrests and breakaways (Kk1, Kk1dg), deep sandy gravels and
shallow gravels are most common, with lesser amounts of loamy gravels and
duplex sandy gravels.  Lower to upper slopes, of steeper gradient and relief, more
commonly consist of pale shallow sand, gravelly deep sand and smaller areas of
pale deep sand and yellow deep sand.  Along drainage lines and from lower to
upper slopes (Kk3dd), grey deep sandy duplex and alkaline grey shallow and
deep sandy duplex soils are dominant.
Figure 2.1 – Location of historic groundwater monitoring sites
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Figure 2.2 – Soil-landscape systems of the Dongolocking Reserves (Percy 2000)
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Drilling
Drilling was undertaken at 11 sites within the study area during December 1999.
Five bores were sited on the Cb2 soil-landscape unit, four on Do2 and one each on
the Do4 and Do1 (Table 3.1).
Drilling was performed using a WIRTH rotary air blast (RAB) truck-mounted rig,
capable of 1030 kPa at 14.15 m3/min.  Bit diameter was 100 mm and holes were
cased with 50 mm class 9 PVC, immediately following completion of the hole.  All
holes were screened for 2 metres at the base using slotted 50 mm PVC, gravel
packed and a bentonite plug installed above the gravel packing.  Some holes
collapsed at depth before the casing could be installed, so this does not extend to
bedrock.  One metre composite samples were taken in good conditions, increasing to
3-metre composite samples under wet conditions.  Bore locations were estimated
using Panairama-geopositioned aerial photos.  Position accuracy is about 100 m.
3.2 Groundwater sampling
Measurements of the piezometric head and groundwater salinity were made in March
and then August 2000.  Groundwater levels (Table 3.1) are reported relative to the
natural ground surface.  To obtain a sample for salinity measurement, bores were
purged using an air compressor until sufficient water had been removed such that the
sample was deemed representative of the aquifer.  A 100 mL sample was then
removed with a standard baler and tested for electrical conductivity.
3.3 Geophysics
3.3.1 Downhole surveying (Geonics EM39)
Downhole conductivity measurements (ECa) using the Geonics EM39 conductivity
probe, were used to estimate salt store within the entire cased depth of the regolith
profile.  This electromagnetic probe (Figure 3.1) measures the electrical conductivity
of the formation outside of the borehole, with the maximum of the signal coming from
the material 0.65 m away from the centre of the hole (McNeil 1986).  Salt water within
the casing does not contribute to the measured signal and hence the measurements
are representative of the formation.  Properties that influence conductivity are salt
content, moisture content, clay type and content, and soil temperature.  Soil salinity is
the largest contributor to the electrical conductivity (George et al. 2000).
Conductivity (ECa) readings were taken at 0.1-metre intervals down each hole.  In
some holes, the total depth could not be surveyed due to clay material having been
forced through the screens into the casing.  Bores were developed by purging, but no
significant amount of clay was removed from the casing.
To convert the apparent conductivity readings (ECa) to salt storage (tonnes/ha),
required the calculation of the equivalent EC1:5  (electrical conductivity of 1 part soil to
5 parts distilled water), using the equation:
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EC1:5  = (Eca / 2.346) - 11.86 (Don Bennett, pers. comm.)
From this, the salt store, for a given drill hole depth is calculated using:
Salt store (tonnes/ha) = Σ {(EC1:5) x 0.275 * Bulk Density * Profile Depth Interval}
   = Σ {(EC1:5) x 0.275 * 1.5 * 0.1}
Figure 3.1 - EM39 schematic
3.3.2 Terrain conductivity measurements (Geonics EM38)
Several traverses (Figure 4.1) were made to measure soil salinity status, using the
EM38 terrain conductivity meter.  Approximately 75 to 95% of the EM38 signal can
be correlated to the soil salinity.  From Bennett et al. (2000), the Geonics EM38 has
been routinely used to:
• confirm salt problems
• quantify the extent of salt problems
• monitor the spread of salt problems
• monitor the effectiveness of treatments such as trees and drains
• determine the sensitivity of commercial (E. globulus) and non-commercial
(E. camaldulensis) tree species to salinity
• develop farm plans in irrigated and dryland areas on the Coastal Plain.
The areas targeted to use the EM38 were around the reserves 9680 and 26005.
Both are located on the broad valley floor in the Dongolocking catchment and at the
highest risk of salinisation.  A short traverse parallel to the Tincurrin Road near
99DO06I was conducted.  The EM38 readings were acquired in a vertical mode
(signal from top 2-metres of soil) and horizontal mode (signal from top 0.75 metres)
as described by Bennett et al. (2000).
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4. RESULTS
4.1  Drilling
Information from previous investigations indicated:
• Small supplies of fresh water in recent alluvial sediments toward the base of the
Dongolocking catchment (2431-1-SE-0006). These fresh aquifers are recharged
from annual rainfall.  They may become brackish to saline during summer if
overused, generally through the use of low volume windmills.
• Other shallow wells toward the base of the catchment, such as 2431-1-SE-0010
contained saline (7,200 mg/L) groundwater at 0.9 m below ground (1993 reading).
This represents the regional saline aquifer.
• 2431-4-NE-0012 (GSWA 1993) is located within the Dongolocking Reserve in an
upper landscape position.  Since drilling in 1993, the bore has remained dry. The
site and surface water catchment above is entirely remnant vegetation.
• 2431-1-NW-0010 (GSWA 1993) is located on Smiths Road in a mid-slope to lower
slope position.  The bore, which was drilled to bedrock, has also remained dry
since drilling in 1993, despite most of the catchment above it being cleared.
Drilling results from this project (Figures 4.1 and 4.2 and Table 4.1) indicate that
bedrock is:
• <21 m deep for Do2 subsystem
• >21 m (more likely >35 m) for Cb2
• >29 m but probably <35 m for Do4 and Do1 subsystems.
Borehole logs are shown in Appendix 1.  Holes drilled on some subsystems
displayed large variation in lithology. Cb2 was drilled at five locations — two toward
the upper catchment extent and three in the middle to lower portions.  Bores
99DO01D and 99DO07D (Figure 4.1) were close to transitions from Cb2 to Do2.
This is reflected in the lithology at these two sites, where up to 4 m of gravelly
colluvial material overlies a profile weathered in situ.
In comparison, sites 99DO09I and 99DO11I revealed approximately 7 m of recent,
fine-grained sediments overlaying variably coarse sediments, silcrete and ferricrete
layers. The base of the sedimentary sequence was about 30 m below the ground
surface.  Hence, significantly more erosion of the in situ weathered profile and
deposition of the sedimentary sequences occurred lower in the catchment.
In comparison, bores drilled in Do2 only contain the remnants of an in situ weathered
profile and are covered in a thin (<2.5 m) veneer of colluvial material.  The lithology
variations may be attributable to the texture and composition of the parent rock.  Only
one bore was drilled on each of Do1, Do3 and Do4 and all represent in situ granitic
weathering profiles.
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Table 4.1 – Borehole details in the study area
Bore Easting Northing Subsystem Bedrock
depth
RWL
23/3/00
EC
23/3/00
RWL
15/8/00
(m)
AGD84
(m)
AGD84
(m) (m)
BGL
(mS/m) (m)
BGL
99DO01D 571281 6335340 Cb2 30 -10.4 1940 -10.43
99DO02D 569000 6337660 Do2 20.5 dry dry dry
99DO03D 562869 6338231 Do2 13 -4.79 138 -7.29
99DO03S 562869 6338235 Do2 13 -2.14 341 dry
99DO04D 561953 6342286 Do2 17 -3.4 1384 -3.17
99DO05D 569271 6339568 Do4 29.5 -25.9 1020 -25.56
99DO06I 570643 6339577 Do1 >29 -18.03 1612 -17.55
99DO07D 572475 6338525 Cb2 20.5 -13.35 2290 -13.12
99DO08D 572939 6338874 Do2 36 -18.36 1697 -18.16
99DO09I 581226 6332788 Cb2 >45 -1.97 4240 -2.02
99DO10M 580437 6333711 Cb2 >6 -1.9 3450 -1.98
99DO11I 576820 6333040 Cb2 >21 -4.64 3820 -4.52
2431-4-NE-
0012
565064 6341182 Do3 16.8 dry dry dry
2431-1-NW-
0010
571217 6334820 Do2 10 dry dry dry
4.2 Groundwater sampling
Real water levels (RWL) and electrical conductivity (EC), shown spatially in Figures
4.1 and 4.2, indicate that within the Dongolocking catchment the piezometric surface
is closest to the surface and groundwater is most saline toward the catchment outlet
on Cb2.  Salinity ranges from marginal to saline throughout the study area.
In the adjoining Yillining River catchment, 99DO03D and 99DO03S indicate marginal
(90–180 mS/m) groundwater at depth, becoming slightly brackish (180–900 mS/m)
near-surface due to concentration within the more clayey soils. The relatively shallow
regolith has a very low salt store (Table 4.2), hence the marginal quality of the
groundwater.
At this site, the groundwater level change has been significant between
measurements, with the deep bore dropping about 2.5 m over the winter period to
August.  The shallow piezometer fell by approximately 0.8 m.  This drop in water
level over the winter is highly unusual and further measurements are needed to
confirm the trend.  However, rainfall to the end of August was well below average.
Drilling and groundwater monitoring suggests a permeable, relatively thin profile that
may fill and empty quite rapidly.  However, the initial measurements may have been
erroneous, though this is unlikely.
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Figure 4.1 – Groundwater levels in March, 2000
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Figure 4.2 – Groundwater salinity in March, 2000
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Other bores showed variable change in water level over the period between
measurements.  The greatest rise was 0.48 metres at 99DO06I, in a valley floor
position.  Decreases in the piezometric surface were less than 0.1 metres.
Bores 2431-4-NE-0012 and 99DO02D are located within upper slope reserves.
Monitoring shows that the upper slope profiles under remnant vegetation are
remaining dry.  Bore 2431-1-NW-0010, a mid-slope bore where the land use is
annual crops and pastures also remained dry during the monitoring period.
4.3 Geophysics
4.3.1 Downhole Surveying
From Table 4.2 and Appendix 2 it is evident that salt store is variable throughout the
landscape.  Most profiles have a ‘salt bulge’ (Figure 4.3) between 2 and 10 metres
depth, sometimes extending to 12 or 15 metres.  This bulge is likely to represent salt
accumulation around the root zone of the remnant vegetation.
Figure 4.3 – A typical mid-slope and valley floor ECa profile
In landscape positions where erosion is the dominant process, the highest salt store
occurs in thick pallid zone clays such as 99DO02D and 99DO08D.  Mid-slope bores
show that very little salt is stored within the saprock suggesting:
• A quartz-dominated matrix that removes significant quantities of salt
• Sufficient lateral groundwater movement to have moved salts further downslope.
The erosional/depositional processes occur on valley floor positions.  Bores
99DO01D, 99DO04D and 99DO06I display the medium to relatively high salt store
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within the pallid zone, as seen in the erosional regime.  However, within the saprock
layer (not encountered in 99DO06I), the relatively high salt store continues.  This
suggests enrichment of salts within the saprock aquifer by lateral movement of
groundwater from higher positions or in situ enrichment of salts due to little lateral
movement of the groundwater.
Table 4.2 – Variations in salt store throughout the study area
Bore name Landscape
position
Landscape process Bedrock
depth
(m)
Salt store
(tonnes/ha)
Mean
ECa
(mS/m)
99DO01D Valley floor Erosional/depositional 30 385 103
99DO02D Mid-slope Erosional 20.5 552 177
99DO03D Mid-slope Erosional 13 63 54
99DO04D Valley floor Erosional 17 71 103
99DO05D Mid-slope Erosional 29.5 240 70
99DO06I Valley floor Erosional/depositional >29 253 97
99DO07D Broad valley floor Erosional/depositional 20.5 707 228
99DO08D Lower slope Erosional 36 814 177
99DO09I Broad valley floor Depositional >45 3209 448
99DO11I Broad valley floor Depositional >21 570 183
The depositional regime on the broad valley floors, indicate high to very high salt
stores in the regolith profile.  At 3,209 tonnes/ha, 99DO09I located closest to the
Dongolocking catchment outlet has the highest salt store.  The bore did not continue
to bedrock so the salt store would be somewhat higher for the entire profile.
99DO11I displays a similar conductivity range to 99DO09I, for the 21 metres to the
base of the hole.  At 99DO09I, more than 2,300 tonnes/ha is stored below 21 metres,
of which over 1,900 tonnes is stored between 30 and 45 metres within the pallid zone
clays.  It is expected that 99DO11I would follow a similar trend.
4.3.2 Terrain conductivity measurements
The EM38 traverse along the northern boundary of reserve 9680 indicates mild to
moderate salt storage in less than 2 m (Appendix 3).  Conductivity readings ranged
between 35 and 175 mS/m and were highest toward each end of the traverse, which
corresponds to the break of slope position and on the eastern end, obviously saline
conditions.  Bore 99DO10M indicates that the watertable is within 2 m of the surface.
The traverse through reserve 26005 indicates low salinity status with readings
between 5 and 60 mS/m.  This is supported by the good condition of the remnant
vegetation, with groundwater measurements at 99DO07D indicating a piezometric
level in excess of 13 m.  The groundwater is saline.  The range in readings is
probably attributable to changing soil type and small changes in salt store.
The traverse parallel to Tincurrin Road indicates very low soil salinity status with all
readings below 35 mS/m.  Groundwater is saline but in excess of 17.5 metres below
ground level.  Remnant vegetation of salmon and York gums is in very good
condition.
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5 Discussion
The use of ground-based geophysics in conjunction with drilling information, has
helped to assess the current salinity status and the future salinity potential at
selected sites throughout the Dongolocking Reserves study area.
The EM39 down-hole conductivity logging shows that in many landscape positions
there are very high salt stores that will be mobilised by a rising watertable, if or when
that should occur.  In some mid-slope and upper slope areas, very little salt is stored
in the weathered profile, having been leached and transported further down-gradient.
This is likely to occur under deeper sandplain soils and in shallow, gritty weathered
profiles where infiltration rates will be highest.  However, salt storage is highly
variable and is often dependent on the soil and regolith characteristics.
The EM38 indicates mild to moderately saline conditions around reserve 9680.
EM39 readings at bore 99DO09I indicate highly saline soils at approximately 2 m,
generally increasing with depth.  Other EM38 traverses in the catchment indicate low
salinity status of the soils to approximately 2 m depth.  Reserve 26005 is at long-term
risk of a shallow, saline watertable within 40 to 80 years (based on rise of 0.3 m and
0.2 metres per year, respectively).  Most areas correlating to the Coblinine (Cb) and
some lower slope and valley floors of the Do4 subsystems are at high risk of
developing shallow saline watertables.
Table 5.1 summarises the salinity risk for each of the Dongolocking Reserves.
High risk is defined as:
• the watertable is currently less than 5 metres
• the EM38 indicated mildly to moderately saline soils
• the EM39 indicated significant salt store
• on the Cb2 subsystem
• where there is less than 10 years in which to treat the area.
Medium risk entails:
• Current watertables between 5 and 20 metres
• Cb2 or Do1 subsystems
• Estimated rates of rise between 0.2 and 0.3 metres/year
• Periods of salinity development between 40 and 80 years.
Low risk includes:
• Deep watertables or dry profiles
• Mid-slope and upper slope location
• Little cleared land in catchment above, if any.
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The N/A entry in the piezometric level column of Table 5.1 indicates that although the
groundwater levels are not known, they are interpreted as being very deep.  Most of
the reserves are in upper slope positions and many, as in reserve 19083, have not
developed a groundwater system in the regolith profile.
Table 5.1. Salinity risk of Dongolocking Reserves
Reserve numbers Piezometric level (m) Risk of shallow watertable
9680 -1.98 High
26005 -13.35 Medium
19083, 19082, 19096 >16.8 (dry) Low
20069 >20.5 (dry) Low
20070, 19091, 19090, 19089, 19087,
19084, 19085, 19086
N/A Low
DONGOLOCKING RESERVES STUDY
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6. Management options
6.1 Recharge Reduction
Recommendations for management of agricultural land are directed towards
minimising recharge and are based on current treatments being undertaken
throughout Western Australia.  The theoretical responses of groundwater levels in a
typical central wheatbelt catchment, was modelled by a team of senior hydrologists
from Agriculture Western Australia, Murdoch University and CSIRO Land and Water.
The Toolibin catchment, modelled using the Flow Tube model, forms the northern
portion of the Dongolocking Reserves.  Although there will be differences between
catchments, the landform patterns, soils and drainage mechanisms are very similar.
Hence, conclusions made from the modelling exercise are assumed to be applicable
to the four catchments that form the entire study area.  Full details on the model and
the assumptions on which it is based can be found in Clarke et al. (1999).
Modelling involved the calibration of the Flow Tube model along a single groundwater
flowline using historic groundwater data from the Toolibin catchment.  Estimates of
the base case recharge rates under current farming systems were made. When the
real groundwater levels could be simulated, recharge reduction scenarios were
modelled.  The treatments were classed as low, medium and high recharge
reduction, as shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1.  Agreed treatments for three catchments selected for management
modelling (from Clarke et al. 1999)
Landscape changes to the water balanceLocation
Low Medium High
Toolibin
Central
Wheatbelt
400 mm year-1
Sandplain soils planted
to tagasaste (10%) plus
phase farming over the
remainder (90%),
consisting of 5 years
lucerne, 5 years of
cropping and pasture
1. Sandplain soils
planted to pines (10%)
plus a phase farming
system over the remainder
(90%, 5 years lucerne, 5
years cropping and
pasture), except for two
blocks of oil mallees at the
break of slope and near
the saline area (each 10%
of the area).
Medium intervention
plus groundwater
pumping at two
locations at the break of
slope and in the valley
floor
2. Sandplain soils
planted to pines (10%)
plus a phase farming
system over the remainder
within the matrix of an oil
mallee alley system (50 m
spacing)
It must be noted that the percentage of saturated flow tube is not the same as the
percentage of the catchment to be ‘saturated’ or having a watertable within 1 m of the
ground surface.  As stated, the Flow Tube model simulates groundwater levels along
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a single groundwater flow line.  The area of a particular catchment affected by
shallow watertables will depend on:
• the location of the chosen flowline (along the main drainage line or down a typical
hillslope)
• the geomorphology.
Within the Dongolocking Reserves, the sandplain soils occur predominantly within
Do1 and the upper slopes of Do3.  The Kk1, Kk1s and Kk1dg subsystems in the
upper slopes, although generally more gravelly, will behave in a similar manner.  The
remainder consists of the duplex soils in Do3 in mid-slopes and lower slopes, Do2,
Do4, Kk3dd and all Coblinine subsystems.
George et al. (1999) concluded after modelling over 100 years that:
• for the base case, current management systems cause 94% of the flow tube to
develop a shallow watertable (seepage)
• establishing tagasaste on the sands and phase farming elsewhere (low case)
reduces the wet length to 66% of the base case and watertable levels decline
beneath the sandplain
• establishing the above system, while adding two blocks of trees (medium case
1) only reduces the wet length to 65% of the base case (the lower block of trees
was killed by rising groundwater) but replacing the blocks with 50 m oil mallee
alleys (medium case 2) reduces the wet length to 35% of the base case
• including a groundwater pump with the 50 m alley system (high case) reduces
the seepage area to 6% of the base case, while taking away the two blocks and
replacing the lower one with a pump only reduces the wet length to 51% of the
base case.  It is likely that the impact of the pump is overestimated.
Modelling over 300 years on medium case 1 (pines and phase farming) shows that
while the systems buy time (more than 30 years), there is no long-term gain.
In most cases at North Baandee and Toolibin, recharge management buys between
25 and 60 years, although at equilibrium these gains are eroded by slowly rising
groundwaters.
6.2 Groundwater pumping
In many cases, engineering options will have to be considered to protect public and
private land from salinisation.  Reserve 9680 currently has a piezometric water level
within 2 m of the surface and is highly saline (>4,000 mS/m).  Within the reserve and
on farmland immediately to the north, saline patches have already developed,
particularly on the heavier soils.  If left untreated, loss of deep-rooted, salt-sensitive
species such as E. salmonophloia may occur within five years.
Recharge control will have no effect on preventing this reserve from salinity.  It is too
late for biological recharge control, with saline aquifers already at less than 2 m and
likely to continue rising.  Groundwater pumping using a network of bores will be
necessary to protect this reserve from further salinisation.  Disposal options would
have to be assessed in detail.  Bore 99DO09I, at the south indicated sedimentary
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sequences, which would be the targets of any groundwater extraction bores. Yields
during borehole development, prior to casing installation, were approximately
0.5 L/sec at a depth of 45 m.
Reserve 26005 is also at long-term risk of a shallow, saline watertable.  Unless
medium to high recharge control is employed within the catchment, it is likely that a
groundwater pumping system would be required to protect that reserve also.
Currently, the reserve is in excellent condition, but if watertables were to rise at about
0.25 metres per year, which is typical of this area, then the reserve would become
salt-affected in 50 years.  This is neglecting major episodic recharge events.
Immediate, broadscale plantings throughout most of the upslope catchment would be
required to reduce the risk of salinisation.  Unless most of the catchment was treated
then recharge control measures will at best only buy time.  With little horizontal
groundwater movement on the broad valley floor systems, small plantings
immediately around the reserve will have little benefit.
6.3 Surface water control
The options for surface water control remain generic.
• Interception and storage of surface water and shallow soil water from slopes,
using shallow banks for interception and dams for storage.
• Minimisation of water ponding on the valley floors and broad valley floors.  This
involves the use of W-drains, spoon drains and levee bank systems.  In some
situations, closed deep drains have been successfully used to minimise the
effects of flooding and the resulting inundation.  The spoil of the drains acts in a
similar way to levee banks, to contain the flood water in a smaller area.
• Working to the contour on slopes where practical.
6.4 Piezometer monitoring
The piezometers drilled for this project and the two Water and Rivers Commission
piezometers should continue to be monitored on a regular basis.  Water level
readings should be taken in January, April, July and October. Measurements of
conductivity should be taken in April and October.
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7 CONCLUSION
The information gained during this project should be very useful in salinity
management for the Dongolocking Reserves.
Drilling throughout the study area has shown:
• Dry profiles in reserves on upper slopes and crests
• Deep (>15 m) groundwater tables in mid-slope positions
• Groundwater from <2 m to 18 m deep in the Coblinine System (Cb)
• Groundwater salinity is highest toward the catchment outlet
• The dominant regolith process at each site e.g. erosion.
Ground-based electromagnetic techniques provided examples that illustrate the
variability of salt storage throughout the landscape.  This variability occurs between
and within soil-landscape subsystems, as mapped by Percy (2000).  The EM39
allows inferences on groundwater movement, leaching of stored salts and
accumulation of salts in lower landscape positions.  The saprock layer of the regolith
profile is the most transmissive and the quartz-dominated matrix limits salt storage.
In mid-slope positions, the salt store is generally low in the saprock layer and
accumulates in lower slope and valley floor positions. The EM38 indicates mild to
moderately salt-affected soils around reserve 9680, measured up to 175 mS/m.
Salinity risk is high for reserve 9680 in the short-term, due to highly saline
watertables within 2 m of the ground surface.  Recharge control will have no impact
on salinity within this reserve.  Hence, groundwater pumping and off-site disposal of
the effluent are recommended.
Reserve 26005 risks salinity in the medium term (40 to 80 years).  Recharge control
measures, if implemented over much of the catchment above the reserve as
described in Table 6.1, will buy time.  However, it is likely that groundwater pumping
will need to be implemented if recharge control is insufficient or ineffective.
The remainder of the reserves in the study area are at low risk of salinity.  Most occur
in upper slope positions and bores in the reserves have shown an absence of a
saline groundwater system.  Further linkages of remnant vegetation for biodiversity
values should occur along uppers lope positions, to prevent any impact of salinity on
salt-sensitive species.
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APPENDIX 1 – GEOLOGICAL LOGS
99DO01D
Depth (m) Description Drilling Lithology
1 Dark greyish brown loam S
2 Yellowish brown light clay, few subrounded gravel/quartz, fine to medium grit M Colluvium
3 Yellowish brown, heavy sandy clay loam, moderate angular quartz, some subrounded ironstone gravel and
others.  Very fine to very coarse grit
H
4 Strong brown sandy clay loam.  Minor angular quartz and silcrete.  Subangular gravel. H
5 Strong brown clay loam.  Minor subangular/rounded, fine to coarse quartz and gravel grit H Mottled
6 Strong brown clay loam, sandy.  Few subrounded/angular, fine to coarse quartz and gravel S zone
7 Reddish yellow light medium clay.  Minor angular quartz and coarse silcrete chips S
8 Very pale brown sandy light clay.  Minor angular quartz and silcrete, very fine to medium S
9 White gritty coarse sandy clay loam. Moderate angular quartz and silcrete, fine to very coarse S
10 Yellow gritty clay loam.  Few angular quartz and silcrete, very fine to coarse grit S Saprolite
11-12 Pale yellow coarse sandy light clay.  Few angular quartz and silcrete, very fine to medium grit S
13-15 Brownish yellow clayey coarse sand. Very fine to coarse grit, minor silcrete S
16-18 Yellow coarse sandy light medium clay.  Few angular quartz and silcrete, very fine to coarse grit S
19-21 Brownish yellow gritty coarse sandy clay loam.  Moderate angular quartz and silcrete. Very fine to coarse grit.
Granite rock fragments, minor feldspar
M
22-24 Brownish yellow coarse sandy loam.  Minor angular quartz and quartz-rich granite chips M
25-27 Yellowish brown clayey medium sand.  Moderate subangular quartz and quartz-rich chips. Very fine to very
coarse grit
H Saprock
28-30 Yellowish brown heavy clayey sand.  Moderate subangular quartz and quartz-rich granite chips. Feldspar
present, fine to coarse grit  (bedrock)
VH
DATE DRILLED: 6/12/99   DEPTH DRILLED:  30 m
CASED DEPTH:  28.35 m   CASING A.G.L:  0.44 m
SCREENED FROM 26.35 TO 28.35
ESTIMATED WATERTABLE DURING DRILLING: 10 m
ESTIMATED YIELD (L/sec):  <0.5 @ 30 m
SWL AT COMPLETION: -10.87 m   SWL 23/3/00:  -10.4 m
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99DO02D
Depth (m) Description Drilling Lithology
1 Yellowish brown sandy clay loam.  Minor subrounded gravel.  Fine to medium grit S Colluvium
2 Yellowish brown light medium clay.  Minor angular/subrounded quartz/rock fragments S
3 Yellowish brown sandy light medium clay.  Moderate subangular/subrounded gravel, coarse silcrete
fragments, fine to coarse grit
H Silcrete
4 Very pale brown fine sandy light clay (white and yellow clay lumps).  Minor angular fine quartz S
5 White light clay.  Minor angular, fine quartz S
6-8 White light clay.  Minor angular, fine to medium quartz S
9-11 White light clay.  Minor angular, very fine to fine quartz S
12-15 White heavy clay loam.  Very fine to medium angular quartz S
16-18 White heavy clay loam.  Very fine to coarse angular quartz S
19 White clay loam, sandy. Very fine to fine angular quartz S
20 Pale yellow heavy clay loam. Very fine to fine angular quartz H
20.5 Pale yellow heavy clay loam. Minor very fine to coarse angular quartz VH bedrock ?
Quartz bedrock?
DATE DRILLED: 6/12/99
DEPTH DRILLED:  20.5
CASED DEPTH:  20.53
CASING A.G.L:  0.48
SCREENED FROM:TO  18.53:20.53
ESTIMATED WATERTABLE DURING DRILLING:  n/a
ESTIMATED YIELD (L/sec): n/a
SWL AT COMPLETION: dry
SWL 23/3/00: dry
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99DO03D
Depth (m) Description Drilling Lithology
1 Greyish brown light clay.  Minor angular quartz, fine to medium grit S
2 Very pale brown light clay (light grey and yellow clay lumps). Minor angular very fine to fine quartz S Colluvium
3 Brownish yellow gritty, clayey very coarse sand.  Moderate angular/subrounded quartz and gravel (some
segregations) and rock fragments
S
4 Yellow sandy grit.  Moderate angular quartz and rock fragments (granite), fine to coarse grit S
5 Light yellowish brown gritty sandy clay loam.  Moderate angular quartz (smokey) and rock fragments M
(granite) fine to very coarse grit Saprolite
6 Light yellowish brown gritty clayey, fine to very coarse sand.  Moderate angular quartz rock fragments (granite). S
7 Light yellowish brown gritty sandy clay loam.  Moderate fine to coarse angular/subrounded quartz/rock fragments. S
8-9 Olive yellow light medium clay.  Minor angular quartz/rock fragments (granite?)  Fine to very coarse grit S
10 Light olive brown gritty sandy loam.  Minor angular quartz and rock fragments, fine to coarse grit S
11 As above, mica more dominant S Saprock
12 Light yellowish brown fine sandy loam.  Few angular quartz/rock fragments/mica.  Fine to coarse grit H
13 As above, coarse biotite, quartz, minor feldspar.  Granite bedrock at 13 m VH Bedrock
DATE DRILLED: 6/12/99
DEPTH DRILLED: 13 m
CASED DEPTH:  10.33 m
CASING A.G.L: 0.47 m
SCREENED FROM: 8.33:TO 10.33
ESTIMATED WATERTABLE DURING DRILLING: 6 m
ESTIMATED YIELD (L/sec): <0.1@ 13 m
SWL AT COMPLETION: -8.33 m
SWL 23/3/00: -4.79 m
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99DO04d
Depth Description Drilling Lithology
1 Greyish brown sandy loam.  Minor angular, fine to coarse quartz grit S Colluvium
2 Very pale brown light clay (light grey and brownish yellow clay lumps)  Minor fine, angular quartz grit S
3 Light yellowish brown sandy loam.  Minor fine angular quartz grit.  Hard drilling @ 3.8 to 4.5 m M
4 Yellowish brown medium sandy loam (gritty).  Moderate angular quartz and granite fragments. Fine to very coarse
grit
M
5 Brownish yellow sandy loam.  Moderate angular/subangular quartz/granite rock fragments. Fine to very coarse grit M
6 Pale yellowish brown gritty clayey coarse sand.  Moderate fine to coarse subangular quartz/granite rock fragments M Saprolite
7 Pale yellowish brown gritty clayey fine sand. Minor angular quartz/granite rock fragments. Fine to very coarse grit M
8 Brownish yellow gritty medium sandy clay loam.  Minor angular quartz/granite fragments.  Fine to coarse grit S
9 Dark yellowish brown clay loam, sandy.  Minor angular/subrounded granite? Rock fragments.  Fine to coarse grit S
13-15 Light olive brown gritty coarse sand.  Major  fine to very coarse angular/subrounded quartz and granite rock
fragments.
M
16-17 As above.  Minor clay.  Granitic bedrock at 17 m VH Bedrock
DATE DRILLED: 6/12/99
DEPTH DRILLED: 17 m
CASED DEPTH: 16.38 m
CASING A.G.L: 0.4 m
SCREENED FROM 14.38TO 16.38
ESTIMATED WATERTABLE DURING DRILLING: 10 m
ESTIMATED YIELD (L/sec) 1.0 @ 17 m
SWL AT COMPLETION: -3.53 m
SWL 23/3/00: -3.4 m
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99DO05D
Depth Description Drilling Lithology
1 Dark greyish brown loamy sand.  Minor fine to coarse angular quartz S Colluvium
2 Light yellowish brown clayey sand.  Minor fine to coarse angular quartz S
3 Brownish yellow sandy light clay.  Minor fine to coarse angular quartz S
4 Yellowish brown gritty light medium clay.  Minor fine angular quartz and gravel chips S Mottled
5 Brownish yellow sandy light clay.  Minor fine to coarse angular quartz and gravel chips S zone
6 Olive yellow light clay.  Minor fine to medium angular quartz, minor rounded gravel H
7 Pale yellow clay loam, gritty.  Minor fine to coarse quartz, silcrete H Silcrete
8 Very pale brown gritty clay loam.  Minor fine to medium angular quartz.  Few other rock fragments S
9 As above but going reddish (red clayey lumps occur in hole).  Coarse fragments the same S Mottled
10 Light reddish brown light clay (Yellow, reddish yellow and red clay lumps) Few angular quartz and ferric chips S zone
11 Red light clay (yellow and red clayey lumps) Very few angular rock fragments (ferric) and soft segregations S
12 Yellowish red light clay.  Very few fine to medium angular rock fragments S
13 Reddish yellow light clay.  Very few fine to medium angular quartz and rock fragments S
14 Brownish yellow light medium clay.  Very few fine to medium angular quartz and rock fragments S
15 Very pale brown gritty (fine to very coarse) light medium clay.  Angular smokey quartz and other fragments S
16 Brownish yellow gritty light clay.  Few very fine to fine angular quartz S Saprolite
17 Brownish yellow gritty clay sand.  Minor fine to medium, angular quartz S
18 Brownish yellow clay loam, sandy.  Minor fine to coarse angular quartz grit.  Granite, mica and feldspar chips S
19 Yellowish brown clay loam.  Few medium to coarse, angular grit, as above S
20-21 Light olive brown sandy loam.  Minor angular quartz fragments (granite). Medium to coarse grit and mica S
22 As above.  Medium to very coarse grit and mica S
23-25 As above.  Medium to coarse grit and mica S
26-27 Yellowish brown sandy loam.  Minor angular rock fragment, quartz granite, feldspar.  Fine to coarse grit and mica M
28 Dark yellowish brown sandy loam.  Minor angular quartz and rock fragments (granite and feldspar) ] S
29 Dark yellowish brown sandy loam.  Few angular quartz and rock fragments.  Fine to coarse grit and mica VH
29.5 Olive brown sandy loam.  Few angular quartz, fine/medium and other rock fragments. Granite chips VH Bedrock
DATE DRILLED: 6/12/99                     ESTIMATED WATERTABLE: 6 m SCREENED FROM 27.28TO:29.28
DEPTH DRILLED: 29.5 m                    YIELD (L/sec): <0.1 @ 29.5 m    SWL 23/3/00: -25.9 m
CASED DEPTH: 29.28 m     CASING A.G.L: 0.4 m    SWL AT COMPLETION:  -26.41 m
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99DO06I
Depth (m) Description Drilling Lithology
1 Very dark greyish brown clay loam, sandy S
2 Light yellowish brown gritty sand.  Major angular quartz and granite rock fragments.  Very fine to coarse grit S
3 Light yellowish brown medium clay.  Few angular quartz/granite rock fragments, fine to coarse S Colluvium
4 Light yellowish brown sandy light medium clay (light grey and olive yellow clay lumps) S
5 Olive yellow sandy clay loam.  Very few angular quartz, fine grit S
6 Light yellowish brown clay loam, sandy.  Very few angular quartz, fine grit S
7 Light grey light medium clay.  Very few fine angular quartz S
8 Light grey light medium clay.  Minor fine angular quartz and minor subangular/subrounded ironstone S
9-11 Light grey light clay.  Very few angular quartz, very fine to fine grit S
12-13 Grey sandy light clay. Very few angular quartz, very fine to fine grit S
14 Light brownish grey clay loam, sandy.  Very few, very fine to fine quartz S
15 Light yellowish brown heavy clayey medium sand.  Few very fine to fine angular quartz S
16 Light brownish grey heavy clayey medium sand.  Few very fine to fine angular quartz S
17 Light brownish grey clayey fine sand.  Very fine to fine angular quartz grit S Saprolite
18 Light brownish grey clayey sand.  Few very fine to medium angular quartz grit S
19 Light brownish grey gritty light clayey coarse sand. Major fine to medium angular/subrounded quartz S
20 White light clay.  Minor fine to coarse angular quartz grit S
21 White gritty heavy clay loam, sandy.  Major very fine to coarse, angular quartz S
22 White light clay S
23 White light medium clay.  White and light grey, hard clay lumps S
24 White light medium clay.  White and light grey, hard clay lumps.  Minor fine quartz S
25 White light medium clay.  White and light grey, hard clay lumps.  Fine to medium quartz S
26-28 White (yellowish white) light clay.  Few fine to medium angular quartz S
29 White (yellowish white) light clay.  Few fine to medium angular quartz.  Lost circulation @ 29 m S
DATE DRILLED: 7/12/99              EST WATERTABLE: 15 m
DEPTH DRILLED: 2 m                   YIELD (L/sec): <0.1 @ 29 m
CASED DEPTH: 20.7                    SWL @ COMPLETION: -20.67
CASING AGL 0.46 m                      SWL 23/3/00: -18.03 m   SCREENED FROM 18.7 TO 20.7
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99DO07D
Depth (m) Description Drilling Lithology
1 Yellowish brown medium sandy light clay.  Minor subrounded gravel, medium to very coarse quartz S
2 Light olive brown light medium clay.  Minor gravel and granitic rock fragments S Colluvium
3 Light yellowish brown gritty sandy light medium clay.  Minor fine to medium angular quartz and subrounded
gravel
S
4 Yellowish brown medium clay.  Minor fine to coarse angular quartz and subrounded gravel S
5 Very pale brown medium light clay.  Few fine to medium angular quartz M
6 White gritty light medium clay.  Minor fine to very coarse angular quartz and granitic grit S
7 White gritty light clay. Few very fine to coarse angular quartz and minor silcrete chips S
8 White light clay.  Minor very fine to fine angular quartz grit S
9 White light clay.  Minor very fine to medium angular quartz grit S
10-11 White light clay.  Minor very fine angular quartz grit S
12 White clay loam, sandy.  Few very fine to medium angular quartz grit S
13 White clay loam, sandy.  Minor fine to medium angular quartz grit and silcrete S
14-15 White clay loam, sandy.  Minor fine to medium angular quartz grit and silcrete S
16 Mixture of 15 and 17 S
17-18 Brownish yellow clay loam.  Minor fine to medium angular quartz (smokey, clear and yellowish) S
19 Brownish yellow gritty clayey coarse sand.  Moderate very fine to coarse angular quartz M Saprock
20 Light yellowish brown clayey medium sand. M
20.5 Very hard drilling, small chips quartz-rich granite in light yellowish brown heavy clayey medium sand VH Bedrock
DATE DRILLED: 7/12/99   DEPTH DRILLED: 20.5 m
CASED DEPTH: 20.63 m   CASING A.G.L: 0.42 m
SCREENED FROM 18.63 TO 20.63
ESTIMATED WATERTABLE DURING DRILLING: 12 m
ESTIMATED YIELD (L/sec)  <0.1 @ 20.5 m
SWL AT COMPLETION:  -13.22 m   SWL 23/3/00: -13.35 m
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99DO08D
Depth (m) Description Drilling Lithology
1 Yellowish red sandy clay loam.  Minor fine to coarse, subrounded/subangular gravel and granitic rock fragments S Colluvium
2 Strong brown light medium clay.  Minor fine to coarse subrounded gravel and granitic fragments S
3 Reddish brown light medium clay.  Very few ironstone fragments S
4 Yellowish red sandy loam.  Moderate white and red clay lumps S Mottled
5 Reddish yellow light clay. Few red, reddish yellow soft segregations, brown and white clay lumps; some gravel S zone
6 Light reddish brown light clay.  Few ferric fragments, fine to medium quartz M
7 Light reddish brown light medium clay. Few ferric fragments, fine-medium quartz. Silcrete hardpan 6.5 m, ~0.25 m M
8 Reddish yellow sandy light medium clay.  Few fine to medium angular quartz S
9 White light medium clay.  Few fine to medium angular quartz S
10 Pinkish white light clay.  Minor very fine to fine angular quartz S
11 Pale pinkish white light clay. Minor very fine to fine angular quartz S
12 Pinkish white light clay.  Minor fine to medium angular quartz S
13 Pink heavy clay loam S
14-17 White light clay.  Minor fine angular quartz S
18 White light clay.  Few fine to coarse angular quartz S
19 White light clay. Minor fine to medium angular quartz S Saprolite
20-21 White sandy light clay.  Minor fine to medium angular quartz S
22 White light clay.  Minor fine to coarse angular quartz S
23-26 White medium sandy light clay.  Minor very fine to fine angular quartz S
27 White/yellowish white medium sandy light clay.  Minor very fine to fine angular quartz S
28 Brownish yellow heavy sandy clay loam S
29 Light olive brown light clayey loam.  Minor fine angular quartz S
30 Olive yellow sandy clay loam.  Minor fine angular quartz S
31-33 Light olive brown clay loam, sandy.  Minor fine angular quartz M
34 Light olive brown gritty clayey coarse sand.  Moderate very fine to coarse angular quartz H Saprock
35 Light olive brown gritty clayey coarse sand.  Moderate very fine to coarse angular quartz.  Fresh granite chips VH
Bedrock
DATE DRILLED: 7/12/99  DEPTH DRILLED: 36 m   SCREENED FROM:TO  30.2:32.2
CASED DEPTH: 32.2 m   CASING AGL: 1.0 m ESTIMATED WATERTABLE DURING DRILLING: 10 m
ESTIMATED YIELD (L/sec): <0.1 @28 m SWL AT COMPLETION: -23.16 m SWL 23/3/00: -18.36 m
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Depth (m) Description Drilling Lithology
1 Yellowish brown gritty sandy clay loam.  Moderate fine, angular quartz. M
2 Yellowish brown light medium clay.  Minor angular fragments of ferricrete, fine to medium quartz M
3 Brownish yellow light medium clay.  Light brownish grey and yellowish brown clay lumps M Recent
4 Reddish brown gritty sandy clay loam.  Light grey and dark red mottles.  Moderate very fine angular quartz S fine
5 Red gritty clayey coarse sand.  Moderate fine to coarse angular quartz and coarse ferric rock fragments. S sediments
6 Red gritty clayey medium sand.  Minor subrounded ferric rock fragments.  Fine to medium quartz H
7 Red gritty sandy light medium clay.  Few fine to medium angular quartz and ferric rock fragments. M
8 Grey fine sand S
9 Pale grey/pink fine sand S
10 Grey/ reddish fine to medium sand, moderate sorting S
11 Hard drilling.  Iron-rich hardpan (~0.3 m thick), major blockages after this H
12 Pink sandy clay loam, making ~0.2 L/sec on re-entry, moist, very sticky S
13-14 Pink sandy clay loam, moist, very sticky S
15 Hardpan ~14.5 to 14.8, silcrete fragments M
16 S
17 16.8 to 17.3 Hardpan, silcrete/ferricrete M Layered
18-19 Light brown sandy clay, moderate fine to medium grit, very sticky S sediments
20-22 Light brown sandy clay. Fine to medium ungular quartz. Sediments end, minor feldspar M
23 Clayey sand (washing from above) with fine to medium dark chips. H
24 Banded silcrete and sand layers H
25 Pale clayey sand S
26-28 Pale clayey sand.  Moderate silcrete chips M
29 Pale clayey sand.  Moderate silcrete chips, minor greeny white clay M
30 -35 Greeny white light to medium clay S
36 Gritty greenish  white clay, crunchy drilling ~0.5 metres M
37-40 Greenish white clay M
42-44 Greeny white clay, minor grit S
45 Greeny white clay, minor grit, no evidence of fresh bedrock S
DATE DRILLED: 9/12/99   DEPTH DRILLED: 45 m
CASED DEPTH: 45.99 m   CASING A.G.L: 1.1 m
SCREENED FROM  43.99 To :45.99
ESTIMATED WATERTABLE DURING DRILLING: 4 m
ESTIMATED YIELD (L/sec): 0.5 @ 45 m
SWL AT COMPLETION: -20.75 m SWL 23/3/00: -1.97 m
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99DO091
Depth (m) Description Drilling Lithology
1 Olive yellow sandy medium clay.  Minor fine angular quartz S
2 Olive yellow medium clay.  Minor subangular rock fragments.  Fine to very coarse grit (<2 mm) S
3 Yellowish brown light medium clay (white, grey, olive yellow and brown and red mottles. Minor subangular
rock chips.
S
Recent
4 Very pale brown (with white and brownish yellow mottles) sandy light clay.  Minor fine angular quartz S fine
5 Light grey clayey coarse sand.  Moderate fine to medium angular quartz S sediments
6 White clay (with red to dark reddish brown segregations).  Minor fine to medium angular quartz and gravel S
7 Light reddish brown sandy clay loam.  Minor fine angular quartz and rounded gravel S
8-9 Light reddish brown clayey sand.  Few fine, angular quartz and subrounded gravel S
10 Very pale brown clayey coarse sand.  Few fine to medium angular quartz S
11 Light brown heavy clayey sand.  Minor fine angular quartz grit S
12 Yellowish red loam (light grey and red clay segregations) S
13 Yellowish red loam.  Few fine angular quartz S Layered
14 Light reddish brown sandy clay loam. Few fine to coarse angular silcrete/ferricrete fragments M sediments
15 Light brown clay loam.  Minor fine to medium angular quartz M
16 Reddish brown sandy clay loam S
17 Reddish brown clay loam, sandy.  Moderate, very fine grit S
18-19 Reddish brown sandy light medium clay (white and red clay lumps). Minor subangular/rounded coarse
gravel
S
20 Light reddish brown medium heavy clay.  Minor fine to medium, subangular/rounded quartz and gravel S
21 Reddish brown light medium clay. Minor fine to medium, subangular/rounded quartz and gravel S
DATE DRILLED:  9/12/99   DEPTH DRILLED:  21 m
CASED DEPTH:  21.2 m   CASING AGL:  0.4
SCREENED FROM 19.2 TO 21.2
ESTIMATED WATERTABLE DURING DRILLING:  6 m
ESTIMATED YIELD (L/sec):  <0.1 L/sec @ 21 metres
SWL AT COMPLETION: -12.8
SWL 23/3/00:  -4.64
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APPENDIX 2 – GEONICS EM39 CONDUCTIVITY LOGS
99DO01D
Depth (m) Drilling Lithology
1 S
2 M Colluvium
3 H
4 H
5 H Mottled
6 S zone
7 S
8 S
9 S
10 S
11 S Saprolite
12 S
13 S
14 S
15 S
16 S
17 S
18 S
19 M
20 M
21 M
22 M
23 M
24 M
25 H Saprock
26 H
27 H
28 VH
29 VH
30 VH
Bedrock
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99DO02D
Depth (m) Drilling Lithology
1 S Colluvium
2 S
3 H Silcrete
4 S
5 S
6 S
7 S
8 S
9 S Saprolite
10 S
11 S
12 S
13 S
14 S
15 S
16 S
17 S
18 S
19 S
20 H
20.5 VH Bedrock ?
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99DO03D
Depth (m) Drilling Lithology
1 S
2 S Colluvium
3 S
4 S
5 M
6 S Saprolite
7 S
8 S
9 M
10 S
11 S Saprock
12 H
13 VH Bedrock
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99DO04d
Depth Drilling Lithology
1 S Colluvium
2 S
3 M
4 M
5 M Saprolite
6 M
7 M
8 S
9 S
10 S
11 S
12 S
13 M
14 M
15 M Saprock
16 VH
17 VH Bedrock
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99DO05D
Depth Drilling Lithology
1 S Colluvium
2 S
3 S
4 S Mottled
5 S Zone
6 H
7 H Silcrete
8 S
9 S Mottled
10 S zone
11 S
12 S
13 S
14 S
15 S
16 S Saprolite
17 S
18 S
19 S
20 S
21 S
22 S
23 S
24 S Saprock
25 S
26 M
27 VH
28 S
29 VH
29.5 VH Bedrock
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99DO06I
Depth (m) Drilling Lithology
1 S
2 S
3 S Colluvium
4 S
5 S
6 S
7 S
8 S
9 S
10 S
11 S
12 S
13 S
14 S
15 S
16 S Saprolite
17 S
18 S
19 S
20 S
21 S
22 S
23 S
24 S
25 S
26 S
27 S
28 S
29 S
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99DO07D
Depth (m) Drilling Lithology
1 S
2 S Colluvium
3 S
4 S
5 M
6 S
7 S
8 S
9 S
10 S
11 S Saprolite
12 S
13 S
14 S
15 S
16 S
17 S
18 S
19 M Saprock
20 M
20.5 VH bedrock
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99DO08D
Depth (m) Drilling Lithology
1 S Colluvium
2 S
3 S
4 S Mottled
5 S zone
6 M
7 M
8 S
9 S
10 S
11 S
12 S
13 S
14 S
15 S
16 S
17 S
18 S
19 S Saprolite
20 S
21 S
22 S
23 S
24 S
25 S
26 S
27 S
28 S
29 S
30 S
31 M
32 M
33 M
34 H Saprock
35 VH
Bedrock
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99DO09I
Depth (m) Drilling Lithology
1 M
2 M
3 M Recent
4 S fine
5 S sediments
6 H
7 M
8 S
9 S
10 S
11 H
12 S
13 S
14 S
15 M
16 S
17 M Layered
18 S sediments
19 S
20 M
21 M
22 M
23 H
24 H
25 S
26 M
27 M
28 M
29 M
30 S
31 S
32 S
33 S
34 S
35 S
36 M Saprolite
37 M
38 M
39 S
40 S
41 S
42 S
43 S
44 S
45 S
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99DO11I
Depth (m) Drilling Lithology
1 S
2 S
3 S Recent
4 S fine
5 S sediments
6 S
7 S
8 S
9 S
10 S
11 S
12 S
13 S Layered
14 M sediments
15 M
16 S
17 S
18 S
19 S
20 S
21 S
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APPENDIX 3 – GEONICS EM38 TERRAIN CONDUCTIVITY
Terrain Conductivity (Reserve 9680)
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Terrain Conductivity (Reserve 26005)
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Terrain Conductivity (Tincurrin Road
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